Optical Spectroscopic Studies of the Metal-Insulator Transition Driven by All-In–All-Out Magnetic Ordering in 5d Pyrochlore Cd$_2$Os$_2$O$_7$
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We investigated the metal-insulator transition (MIT) driven by all-in–all-out (AIAO) antiferromagnetic ordering in the 5d pyrochlore Cd$_2$Os$_2$O$_7$ using optical spectroscopy and first-principles calculations. We showed that the temperature evolution in the band-gap edge and free carrier density were consistent with rigid upward (downward) shifts of electron (hole) bands, similar to the case of Lifshitz transitions. The delicate relationship between the band gap and free carrier density provides experimental evidence for the existence of an AIAO metallic phase, a natural consequence of such MITs. The associated spectral weight change at high energy and first-principles calculations further support the origin of the MIT from the band shift near the Fermi level. Our data consistently support that the MIT induced by AIAO ordering in Cd$_2$Os$_2$O$_7$ is not close to a Slater type but instead to a Lifshitz type.
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Since Mott [1], metal-insulator transitions (MITs) and related magnetism have long been a central theme in correlated electron systems including magnetanes and curates [2]. Recently, MITs and antiferromagnetic ordering in 5d pyrochlores, $A_2B_2O_7$ ($B$ = Ir, Os), have received much attention due to their strong correlation and the key role they play in novel phases. The MITs in these compounds [3–8] reportedly are prompted by the emergence of magnetic ordering. Such magnetism-driven MITs are expected to induce exotic phenomena, including a Weyl semimetal [9–12] and quantum criticality [13] in rare-earth pyrochlore iridates. However, questions remain as to how magnetic ordering induces MITs in 5d pyrochlores.

The peculiar antiferromagnetic structure in 5d pyrochlores makes the MITs distinct from the Slater type [14], a well-known magnetic-driven MIT. In the original Slater picture, collinear antiferromagnetic ordering induces a doubling of the lattice periodicity, resulting in a BCS-like band gap at the folded zone boundaries. However, recent studies support that the magnetic ground states in 5d pyrochlores are noncollinear all-in–all-out (AIAO) magnetic orderings [9–11,15–17], where all spins in transition metal ions align inward or outward of tetrahedra. Since AIAO ordering maintains the unit cell of pyrochlores, a new paradigm beyond the Slater picture is essential to understanding MITs in 5d pyrochlores.

Cd$_2$Os$_2$O$_7$ is a good candidate for the study of such MITs, in that it shows a continuous MIT at an antiferromagnetic ordering temperature $T_N$ (= 227 K) [18,19]. Until its magnetic ground state was revealed, this material was best known as one of a few examples of a Slater insulator [20]. However, recent experimental [19,21] and theoretical [22,23] results showed that the magnetic ground state in Cd$_2$Os$_2$O$_7$ is AIAO ordering. Investigations on Cd$_2$Os$_2$O$_7$ should provide an understanding of how AIAO ordering causes MITs in 5d pyrochlores.

In this Letter, we report on the detailed temperature ($T$) evolution of the optical spectra of Cd$_2$Os$_2$O$_7$ to reveal how the emergence of AIAO ordering affects the electronic structure and induces the MITs. The absorption edge analyses suggest the Lifshitz-type MIT where a rigid shift of the bands away from the Fermi level $E_F$ gradually annihilates the Fermi surface [22,24]. The model based on the Lifshitz-type MIT reproduces the delicate relationship between the band gap and plasma frequency well, thereby providing evidence for the existence of an AIAO metal, the inevitable intermediate state in such a MIT. This was further corroborated by an analysis of the interband transition using ab initio results.

We measured near-normal reflectance spectra of high-quality single-crystal Cd$_2$Os$_2$O$_7$ [25] from 7 meV to 1 eV using a Bruker IFS 66 v/s Fourier transform infrared spectrometer and an in situ gold evaporation technique [26]. The optical constants between 0.74 and 5 eV were obtained directly using a V-VASE ellipsometer (J. A. Woollam Co.). Kramers-Kronig analysis was then applied...
to obtain the optical constants below 0.74 eV. For the low-frequency extrapolation, we used the Hagen-Rubens relation (a constant) above (below) 180 K. A two-point high-energy anchoring method [27] was used to minimize the uncertainty in the Kramers-Kronig analysis.

A clear MIT is observed in the real part of the optical conductivity, \( \sigma_1(\omega) \), similar to the previous report [20]. Figure 1(a) shows the \( T \)-dependent \( \sigma_1(\omega) \) below 0.25 eV. Below 150 K, the clear band-gap edge and no spectral weight (SW) below the gap indicate a robust insulating phase. The seven sharp peaks correspond to infrared active phonons of the pyrochlores [28]. With increasing \( T \), the band-gap-edge energy decreases, and SW below the band gap, which corresponds to the Drude response of the free carriers, emerges. To see the evolution of the free carriers, we plotted \( \sigma_1(\omega) \) at \( \hbar \omega = 20 \) meV as a function of \( T \) in the inset in Fig. 1(a). The evolution in \( \sigma_1(\omega) \) becomes significant as \( T \) approaches 227 K and negligible above \( T \). This \( T \) is identical with the known \( T_N \) in previous experiments [18,19], indicating that the MIT in Cd$_2$Os$_2$O$_7$ is strongly correlated with AIAO ordering.

The band-gap edge at low \( T \) shows the direct and indirect transitions, giving information about the electronic structures of Cd$_2$Os$_2$O$_7$. Figure 1(b) shows the square and square root of the absorption coefficient \( \alpha(\omega) \) at 150 K. In direct transitions, \( \alpha(\omega) \) is proportional to \( m^{3/2}_r \sqrt{\hbar \omega - 2 \Delta_p} \), where \( m_r(2\Delta_p) \) is the reduced mass of conduction and valence bands (the optical direct gap) [29]. The good linearity in \( \alpha^2(\omega) \) indicates that most SW near the band-gap edge comes from a direct transition. \( 2\Delta_p \) is 158 meV, obtained from the linear extrapolation of \( \alpha^2(\omega) \) (a solid line). However, \( \alpha^2(\omega) \) clearly deviates from linear behavior at a low energy, which could result from indirect transitions. The indirect gap (i.e., charge gap) \( 2\Delta_c \) is estimated roughly to be about 80 meV in the linear extrapolation of \( \alpha^{1/2}(\omega) \) (dashed line) [29], although an accurate value is obscure due to the lack of information about the phonon energy involved. These analyses illustrate that the electronic structure of Cd$_2$Os$_2$O$_7$ has direct and indirect transitions; their energy difference is on the order of tens of meV.

The \( T \) evolutions in \( \alpha^2(\omega) \) reveal that the band gap closing through MITs occurs without significant band-dispersion change, providing the first piece of evidence for a Lifshitz-type MIT. Figure 1(c) shows \( \alpha^2(\omega) \) from 150 to 227 K. Notably, although \( \alpha^2(\omega) \) spectra shift to a lower energy with increasing \( T \), their slopes remain almost the same. Since the slope of \( \alpha^2(\omega) \) is proportional to \( m^* \) [29], the unvarying slope indicates that the MIT involves a rigid shift of the conduction and valence bands without a strong band-dispersion change. We will show that such a rigid shift can self-consistently explain the \( T \)-dependent \( \sigma_1(\omega) \).

To quantify the \( T \) evolution of \( \sigma_1(\omega) \), we fitted it using a minimum model. Seven Lorentz oscillators, a single Drude term, and a critical point \( M_0 \) (CPM$_0$) model [30] were used for phonons, for the free carrier response, and for the direct transition, respectively. Since indirect transitions are orders of magnitude weaker than direct transitions [29], we did not consider the indirect transitions here. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) exhibit \( \sigma_1(\omega) \) and the real part of the dielectric constant \( \epsilon_1(\omega) \) at 200 K and their fitting results. Our minimal model fits both \( \sigma_1(\omega) \) and \( \epsilon_1(\omega) \) well for all \( T \), validating our fitting model. However, due to the large overlap between the Drude response and band-gap edge at high \( T \), the fitting error bars became significant above 219 K. Figure 2(c) shows \( 2\Delta_p(T) \) (solid square) from the CPM$_0$ model [31] and the square of the plasma frequency (solid triangle), \( \omega_p^2(T) = 8 \int_0^{\infty} \sigma_1(\omega) \alpha_0(\omega) d\omega \), from the Drude model, which is proportional to \( n/m^* \), where \( n \) (\( m^* \)) is the free carrier density (effective mass).

The relationship between \( \omega_p^2(T) \) and \( \Delta_p(T) \) below \( T_N \) is inconsistent with that of thermally excited carriers, providing the second piece of evidence for a Lifshitz-type MIT. Although the MIT starts to occur at 227 K, Fig. 2(c) shows finite values of \( \omega_p^2(T) \) until 180 K. In a Slater or density-wave picture, at least a small charge gap should open at the transition \( T \) and only thermally excited carriers contribute to the finite \( \omega_p^2(T) \) below the \( T \). Then, \( \omega_p^2(T) \) is proportional to \( e^{-\Delta_p(T)/k_B T} \) [33] with constant \( m^* \) demonstrated by \( \alpha^2(\omega) \) and extended Drude model analyses [31]. The solid circle in Fig. 2(d) is \( \omega_p^2(T) \) on a log scale as a function of \( \Delta_p(T)/k_B T \). The gradient of \( \omega_p^2(T) \) deviates from exponential behaviors (dashed line), especially above 210 K, indicating that remaining carriers cannot be explained solely by thermal excitation.

The observed inconsistency with thermal carriers can be explained within a Lifshitz-type MIT model described in Fig. 2(e). Above \( T_N \), the system is metallic with the same number of electrons and holes due to the even number of electrons in the unit cell. If \( T \) falls below \( T_N \), the emergence of AIAO ordering induces upward or downward shifts of
TN carriers can exist even below metallic and AIAO insulating phases. metallic states should be located between paramagnetic $\Delta$ disappears completely below a certain further decrease in $T$, gradually annihilating the Fermi surface. With $\Delta$ values that correspond to the solid line are shown on the top axis. (e) A model band structure describing a Lifshitz-type MIT.

bands, gradually annihilating the Fermi surface. With further decrease in $T$, the electron and hole pockets disappear completely below a certain $T$, $T^*$, resulting in a robust insulating phase. Note that, since intrinsic free carriers can exist even below $T_N$ in this MIT, AIAO metallic states should be located between paramagnetic metallic and AIAO insulating phases.

Within this model, the relationship between $\Delta_D(T)$ and $\omega_p^2(T)$ was calculated using the following equation:

$$\Delta_D(T) = \Delta_C(T) + C,$$

$$\omega_p^2(T) = A \int_{\Delta_c(T)}^{\infty} \frac{\sqrt{\hbar \omega - \Delta_C(T)}}{e^{\hbar \omega/k_BT} + 1} d\omega,$$

where $A$ and $C$ are the normalization factor and energy difference between $\Delta_D$ and $\Delta_C$, respectively. We fixed $T = 200$ K as we focused on a narrow $T$ region from 180 to 219 K. For simplicity, we assumed that both the valance and conduction bands were 3D parabolic with the same $m$, although previous Hall measurements revealed that $m$ of electrons is slightly smaller than that of holes [34]. We found that calculations without these assumptions gave similar results [31]. The denominator (numerator) in Eq. (2) was derived from the Fermi-Dirac distribution (density of states of a 3D system). The metallic state is naturally accounted for when $\Delta_C$ becomes negative. If $\Delta_C(T)$ in Eq. (2) is substituted with $\Delta_D(T) - C$ using Eq. (1), we can calculate the relationship between $\omega_p^2(T)$ and $\Delta_D(T)$. Since $A$ gives only an offset in Fig. 2(d), $C$ is the single fitting parameter in this model.

Despite its simplicity, the above model captures most of the subtle relationship between the $\omega_p^2(T)$ and $\Delta_D(T)$. In Fig. 2(d), the solid line is the simulated $\omega_p^2(T)$ as a function of $\Delta_D(T)/k_BT$ using the model with $C = 45$ meV. The good agreement between the experimental data and model calculations implies that the MIT observed is close to the case illustrated in Fig. 2(e) [35]. Furthermore, the $C$ value we obtained is consistent with the energy difference between the direct and indirect gaps in Fig. 1(b), being on the order of a few tens of meV. A constant offset of 45 meV is also supported by an analysis of the charge gap extracted from transport [31].

The gradient change of $\omega_p^2[\Delta_D(T)/k_BT]$ in Fig. 2(d) can be interpreted in the presence of the AIAO metallic phase in Fig. 2(e). Since $\Delta_D$ at 210 K is 32 meV, the 45 meV energy difference between $\Delta_D(T)$ and $\Delta_C(T)$ indicates that the charge gap remains closed until 210 K, when a smooth gradient change of $\omega_p^2[\Delta_D(T)/k_BT]$ occurs. Specifically, the decrease in $\omega_p^2(T)$ with increasing $\Delta_D(T)/k_BT$ becomes faster below 210 K. This can be explained in terms of the different origins of the free carriers. Before the charge gap opens, $n$ is close to the number of intrinsic carriers proportional to $(-\Delta_C(T))^{3/2} = [C - \Delta_D(T)]^{3/2}$ (Fermi surface volume). After the charge gap opens, however, $n$ originates from the thermal excitations and is roughly exponential in $\Delta_D(T)/k_BT$. Since $\omega_p^2$ tends to show power law (exponential) behavior with $\Delta_D(T)/k_BT$ before (after) the charge gap opens, the gradient change in $\omega_p^2[\Delta_D(T)/k_BT]$ at 210 K in Fig. 2(d) can be interpreted in a charge gap opening at $T^*$ in Fig. 2(e), thereby implying the existence of an AIAO metallic phase between 210 and 227 K. Note that, since the transition at $T^*$, from the AIAO metal to the AIAO insulator, is a crossover [36], it is difficult to observe the signatures of the AIAO metallic phase in previous experiments including resistivity or heat capacity [18,19].

Further evidence for a Lifshitz-type MIT can be found in the high-energy $\sigma_1(\omega)$, because it reflects the electronic structure change through the MIT. Figure 3(a) shows $\sigma_1(\omega)$ over the full range of measured energies at four different $T$. It is evident that missing low-energy SWs through the MIT transfer to high-energy regions. To see the SW transfer more clearly, we calculated the SW using the three
Figure 3(b) shows the change in the SWs with respect to $T$. (a) $\sigma_1(\omega)$ with four different $T$. (b) $T$-dependent SW changes in three different energy regions. (c) $\sigma_1(\omega)$ from LDA calculations with four different $U$ values. Band structures with (d) $U = 0.8$ and (e) $1.5$ eV. The dashed and solid arrows in (d) and (e) indicate forbidden and allowed optical transitions corresponding to the SW$_3$ region, respectively.

Isosbestic points at $0.5$, $2.4$, and $3.7$ eV, where all of the spectra meet [38], as boundaries: $SW_1 = \frac{1}{0.3} eV \sigma_1(\omega)d\omega$, $SW_2 = \frac{1}{0.3} eV \sigma_1(\omega)d\omega$, and $SW_3 = \frac{1}{0.3} eV \sigma_1(\omega)d\omega$. Figure 3(b) shows the change in the SWs with respect to the $227$ K data ($\Delta SW_1$, $\Delta SW_2$, and $\Delta SW_3$). The clear features at $227$ K show that the emergence of AIAO ordering induces SW transfer from SW$_1$ to SW$_2$, SW$_3$, and even higher energy regions. Such a SW transfer over a wide energy range is unexpected, because $2\Delta_D$ at $100$ K is only about $0.17$ eV.

To understand the unusual high-energy SW transfer, we performed local-density approximation (LDA) calculations. We solved the Kohn-Sham equation [39] with a primitive cell of the experimental crystal geometry [18]. We specified the basis set expansion by $K_{max}R_{MT} = 8$. Spin-orbit coupling and electron correlation energy $U$ were considered. We integrated an $8 \times 8 \times 8k$ grid using the Methfessel-Paxon method with $300$ K broadening. The linear response $\sigma_1(\omega)$ was calculated using the Kubo formalism, tailored to augmented plane waves [40]. Since the intraband transitions were not considered, it inevitably underestimated the low-energy spectra compared with experiments. The finite values at zero energy in calculated $\sigma_1(\omega)$ come from an artificial thermal broadening effect.

To see the effect of AIAO ordering on the electronic structure at finite $T$, several theoretical calculations for $5d$ pyrochlores have used LDAs with different $U$, valid in the mean-field level [10,11,22,23]. Although AIAO ordering and enhancement of $U$ cannot be exactly the same, we can approximately see the effect of AIAO ordering on the electronic structure of $5d$ pyrochlores using this method.

Figure 3(c) shows $\sigma_1(\omega)$ from LDA calculations with four different $U$ values. The overall shape and SW transfer in our optical spectra are well reproduced in Fig. 3(c), implying that AIAO ordering indeed changes the electronic structure in a similar way with enhancement of $U$. In addition, as shown in the calculated band structures with $U = 0.8$ and $1.5$ eV [Figs. 3(d) and 3(e)], enhancement of $U$ moves the valence (conduction) bands downward (upward) without significant band dispersion change, consistent with a Lifshitz-type MIT.

The LDA results reveal that the Lifshitz-type MIT described in Fig. 2(c) could explain the observed high-energy SW transfer. At $U = 0.8$ eV, the presence of electron and hole pockets indicates that the system is metallic. If we increase $U$ (develop AIAO ordering), the bands near $E_F$ move upward and downward, and the electron and hole pockets gradually disappear. As a result, although the total occupied and unoccupied density of states should remain the same (charge conservation), the occupied and unoccupied density of states at each $k$ point will be different. Since $\Delta k$ is $0$ in optical transitions and its selection rule varies depending on $k$, such changes can affect even high-energy optical transitions. For example, the enhancement of SW$_3$ is simply explained by the vanishing of an electron pocket along the $L - \Gamma$ points as follows [31]. In Fig. 3(d), the optical transition from higher binding energies to unoccupied states along the $L - \Gamma$ points (dashed arrow) should be suppressed due to the small electron pocket. However, as shown in Fig. 3(e), such transitions become allowed due to the vanishing of the electron pocket through MITs, resulting in an enhancement of SW$_3$.

Comparing the MITs in Cd$_5$Os$_5$O$_7$ and $5d$ pyrochlore rare-earth iridates is worthwhile. In the calculated phase diagram of $5d$ pyrochlore iridates [11], metal, semimetal, and topological insulator were predicted at $U = 0$. As $U$ increases (e.g., magnetic order onsets), the metal undergoes sequential transitions to an AIAO metal and then an AIAO insulator, consistent with our result. Therefore, although the band structures are different from each other, our understanding of the MIT in Cd$_5$Os$_5$O$_7$ could be applied to many other $5d$ pyrochlore systems. In addition, the good agreement between our results and theoretical predictions increases the possibilities of the exotic phenomena [11,13] in related materials. Thus, experiments on other $5d$ pyrochlores are strongly recommended.

In summary, MITs in Cd$_5$Os$_5$O$_7$ were investigated by optical spectroscopy and first-principles calculations. The $T$-dependent band-gap edge, free carrier densities, and SW at high energy consistently support that the MIT is close to Lifshitz type. Our results demonstrate how AIAO ordering induces MITs and lays the groundwork for unique phenomena in $5d$ pyrochlores.
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[35] Because of the large error bars, it is difficult to discern whether the increase of the slope of $\omega_p^2$ at 219 K is real or not. If it is real, it might come from the detailed band, i.e., nonparabolicity, because our assumption about single parabolic electron and hole bands may invalid when the bottom (top) of the conduction (valence) bands moves far away from $E_F$.
[36] The general Lifshitz transition can be seen as a continuous transition defined only at $T = 0$ and becomes a crossover at finite temperatures [37]. According to the original paper written by Lifshitz [24], this transition makes singularities in the second and third derivatives of thermodynamic potentials only at the zero temperature. In the finite temperature (like in Cd$_2$O$_2$S$_2$), such singularities in all the thermodynamic properties were smeared, thereby making the Lifshitz transition a crossover.